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Polytope algebra

62 L. Pachter and B. Sturmfels

polymake foo DIM

DIM

3

The f-vector of our polytope coincides with that of the three-dimensional cube

polymake foo F_VECTOR

F_VECTOR

8 12 6

But our polytope is not a cube at all. Inspecting the updated file foo reveals
that its facets are two triangles, two quadrangles and two pentagons:

VERTICES_IN_FACETS

{1 2 3}

{2 3 5 6 7}

{4 5 6}

{0 4 6 7}

{0 1 3 7}

{0 1 2 4 5}

This is the polytope depicted in Figure 1.1. We return to our general discussion.

Let Pd denote the set of all polytopes in Rd. There are two natural oper-
ations, namely addition ! and multiplication ", defined on the set Pd. The
resulting structure is the polytope algebra

!
Pd,!,"

"
. Namely, if P,Q # Pd are

polytopes then their sum P ! Q is the convex hull of the union of P and Q:

P ! Q := conv(P $ Q)

=
#

!p + (1 % !)q # Rd : p # P, q # Q, 0 & ! & 1
$
.

The product in the polytope algebra is defined to be the Minkowski sum:

P " Q := P + Q

=
#

p + q # Rd : p # P, q # Q
$
.

It follows from the Weyl-Minkowski Theorem that both P !Q and P "Q are
polytopes in Rd. The polytope algebra

!
Pd,!,"

"
satisfies many of the familiar

axioms of arithmetic. Clearly, addition and multiplication are commutative.
But it is also the case that the distributive law holds for polytopes:

Proposition 2.23 If P, Q, R are polytopes in Rd then

(P ! Q) " R = (P " R) ! (Q " R). (2.20)

Proof Consider points p # P , q # Q and r # R. For 0 & ! & 1 note that

(!p + (1 % !)q) + r = !(p + r) + (1 % !)(q + r).

The left hand side represents an arbitrary point in the left hand side of (2.20),
and the right hand side represents a point in the right hand side of (2.20).

• Natural to define addition and multiplication 
of polytopes: 
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(convex hull of union)

(Minkowski sum)
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Polytope addition
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(convex hull of union)

P

Q

P U Q 
P ⊕ Q
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Polytope multiplication

62 L. Pachter and B. Sturmfels
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(Minkowski sum)

P Q

P O Q
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Properties of polytope 
algebra

• Addition and multiplication both commutative

• Distributive property also holds

62 L. Pachter and B. Sturmfels
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(1)

(1)

(1)
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Distributive property

P Q

R

R

P ⊕ Q

P O R P O R

R
(P ⊕ Q) O R

R
(P O R) ⊕ (Q O R)
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Newton polytope

• Every polynomial has a corresponding 
polytope called the Newton polytope

• The newton polytope is the convex hull of 
the exponent vectors of the monomials

Computation 63

Example 2.24 (The tropical semiring revisited) Let us consider the algebra
(P1,!,") of all polytopes on the real line (d = 1). Each element of P1 is a
segment [a, b] where a < b are real numbers. The arithmetic operations are

[a, b] ! [c, d] = [min(a, c),max(b, d) ],

[a, b] " [c, d] = [ a + c, b + d ].

Thus the one-dimensional polytope algebra is essentially the same as the tropi-
cal semiring (R,!,"). Or, stated di!erently, the polytope algebra (Pd,!,")
is a natural higher-dimensional generalization of the tropical semiring.

One of the main connections between polytopes and algebraic statistics is
via the Newton polytopes of the polynomials which parameterize a model.
Consider the polynomial

f =
n!

i=1

ci · !vi1
1 !vi2

2 · · · !vid
d , (2.21)

where ci is a non-zero real number and vi = (vi1, vi2, . . . , vid) # Nd for i =
1, 2, . . . , n. We define the Newton polytope of the polynomial f as the convex
hull of all exponent vectors that appear in the expansion (2.21) of f :

NP(f) := conv{v1, v2, . . . , vn} $ Rd. (2.22)

Hence the Newton polytope NP(f) is precisely the V-polytope in (2.17). The
operation of taking Newton polytopes respects the arithmetic operations:

Theorem 2.25 Let f and g be polynomials in R[!1, . . . , !d]. Then

NP(f · g) = NP(f) " NP(g) and NP(f + g) % NP(f) ! NP(g).

If all coe!cients of f and g are positive then NP(f + g) = NP(f) ! NP(g).

Proof Let f =
"n

i=1 ci · !vi be as in (2.21) and let g =
"n!

j=1 c!j · !
v!j . For any

w # Rd let inw(f) denote the initial form of f . This is the subsum of all terms
ci!vi such that vi · w is minimal. Then the following identity holds:

NP
#
inw(f)

$
= facew

#
NP(f)

$
. (2.23)

The initial form of a product is the product of the initial forms:

inw(f · g) = inw(f) · inw(g). (2.24)

For generic w # Rd, the initial form (2.24) is a monomial !vi+v!j , and its
coe"cient in f · g is the product of the corresponding coe"cients in f and g.
Finally, the face operator facew( · ) is a linear map on the polytope algebra:

facew
#
NP(f) " NP(g)

$
= facew

#
NP(f)

$
" facew

#
NP(g)

$
. (2.25)

Combining the three identities (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25), for w generic, shows
that the polytopes NP(f ·g) and NP(f) " NP(g) have the same set of vertices.

For the second identity, note that NP(f) ! NP(g) is the convex hull of

ci ! R, ci " 0
vi = (vi1, vi2, . . . , vid) ! Nd,#i

Computation 63
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Polynomial in d variables, 
θ1, θ2, ... , θd:

exponent vector of ith 
monomial:
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Example Newton polytope
f = 1 + 3x + 9xy + 2x2 + 5y2 + xy3

exponent vectors: (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0), (0, 2), (1, 3)

x

y
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Newton polytope algebra

Computation 63
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(for proof, see book “Algebraic Statistics for 
Computational Biology”)
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Example Newton 
polytope algebra

f = 3 + x2 + 2x2y2 + 5y2

g = 3x4 + x5y2 + 2x6

f · g = 9x4 + 6x6 + 2x8 + 15x4y2 + 3x5y2 +
16x6y2 + x7y2 + 5x5y4 + 4x8y2 + 2x7y4

(4,0) (8,0)

(4,2)

(5,4) (7,4)

(8,2)

(0,0) (2,0)

(0,2)
(2,2) (5,2)

(6,0)(4,0)

(0,0)

(0,2)
(5,2)

(6,0)

f + g = 3 + x2 + 2x2y2 + 5y2 + 3x4 + x5y2 + 2x6
NP(f) NP(g)

NP(f + g) = NP(f) ⊕ NP(g)

NP(f ⋅ g) = NP(f) O NP(g)
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Probabilistic models and 
newton polytopes

• HMM example

158 R. Mihaescu

Unfortunately, the running time of polytope propagation is exponential in
the number of parameters. Therefore, in applications where the number of
parameters is very large it is of practical interest to specialize most of them to
fixed values and study the dependence of the explanation upon variations of the
remaining few parameters. In Section 5.4 we give an explicit presentation of
an algorithm that does this e!ciently, together with an analysis of its running
time. As we will see, the complexity of the algorithm is, as one would hope,
polynomial in the length of the sequences, for a fixed number of unspecialized
parameters.

5.1 Tropical sum-product decompositions

In general, the problem of inference (for fixed parameters) can be regarded
as the tropical version of computing the marginal probability of the observed
data. Indeed, let us consider a graphical model and let the vector of values for
the hidden and observed variables be denoted by ! and " respectively. Then

Prob(") =
!

!

p!," , (5.1)

where p!," is the probability of having states ! at the hidden nodes and states
" at the observed nodes of the model. This is the probability of the observed
data marginalized over all possible values for the hidden data. On the other
hand, the task of finding an explanation corresponds to identifying the set
of hidden states !̄ with maximum a-posteriori probability of generating the
observed data " . In other words:

!̄ = argmax!{p!,"}.

Now following the notation of Chapter 2, let w! = ! ln(p!). Then the above
equation turns into

!̄ = argmin!{w!,"}.

This is exactly the marginalization in (5.1), performed in tropical algebra:

w!̄ =
"

!

w!," (5.2)

The reader is referred to Section 2.1 for more details on the tropical algebra.
In general, marginal probabilities for acyclic graphical models can be com-

puted in time polynomial in the size of the model using the sum-product de-
composition, which is a recursive representation of a polynomial in terms of
smaller polynomials. Such a decomposition is very useful for computing values
of polynomial expressions with a large number of monomials, where a direct
symbolic computation would be very costly. This is known in the literature as
the forward algorithm.

As we can see from the above analysis, ”tropicalizing” the operation of
marginalization is equivalent to solving the inference problem. Therefore, the
sum-product decomposition of marginal probabilities, when it exists, naturally
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!̄ = argmax!{p!,"}.

Now following the notation of Chapter 2, let w! = ! ln(p!). Then the above
equation turns into

!̄ = argmin!{w!,"}.

This is exactly the marginalization in (5.1), performed in tropical algebra:

w!̄ =
"

!

w!," (5.2)

The reader is referred to Section 2.1 for more details on the tropical algebra.
In general, marginal probabilities for acyclic graphical models can be com-

puted in time polynomial in the size of the model using the sum-product de-
composition, which is a recursive representation of a polynomial in terms of
smaller polynomials. Such a decomposition is very useful for computing values
of polynomial expressions with a large number of monomials, where a direct
symbolic computation would be very costly. This is known in the literature as
the forward algorithm.

As we can see from the above analysis, ”tropicalizing” the operation of
marginalization is equivalent to solving the inference problem. Therefore, the
sum-product decomposition of marginal probabilities, when it exists, naturally
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yields e!cient algorithms for inference with fixed parameters. In the following
subsections we exemplify this with the Viterbi algorithm for hidden Markov
models and the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm for sequence alignment (see Sec-
tion 2.2).

5.1.1 The sum-product algorithm for HMM’s

The hidden Markov model is one of the simplest and most popular models used
in computational biology. In this subsection we will use the notation of Section
1.4, to which we also refer the reader unfamiliar with the model. Suppose that
we have an HMM of length n, with hidden states !i, i ! [n], taking values
in an alphabet " with l letters, and observed variables "i, i ! [n], taking
values in the alphabet "! of size l!. The model parameters are the ”horizontal”
transition matrix # ! Rl"l and the ”vertical” transition matrix #! ! Rl"l! . The
probability of occurrence of a full vector of states (!, ") is therefore

p!," =
1

l
#!!1,"1#!1,!2#

!
!2,"2#!2,!3 . . . #!!n,"n

Given an observation " = "1"2 . . . "n, the marginal probability of " is:

p" =
!

!

p!," (5.3)

By tropicalizing and maintaining the notation from the beginning of the section
we get that the explanation for the sequence of observations " is given by

!̄ = argmin!{w!,"}
w!̄ =

"

!

w!," (5.4)

The problem of computing (5.3) can be easily solved by noticing that the
probability p" has the following decomposition:

p" =
l!

!n=1

#!!n,"n
(

l!

!n"1=1

#!n"1,!n#!!n"1,"n"1
(. . . (

l!

!1=1

s!1,!2#
!
!1,"1) . . .)) (5.5)

Computing p" using this decomposition is known as the forward algorithm for
HMM’s. Its time complexity is O(l2n), as can be easily checked.

We now observe that tropicalizing this algorithm gives us a way of e!ciently
solving equation (5.4). By taking ui,j = " log(#i,j) and vi,j = " log(#!i,j), we
obtain

"

!

(v!1"1 # u!1!2 # v!2"2 . . . # u!n"1!n # v!n"n) = (5.6)

"

!n

(v!n"n # (
"

!n"1

(v!n"1"n"1 # u!n"1!n . . . # (
"

!1

(v!1"1 # u!1!2)) . . .)))

Evaluating this quantity by recursively computing the parentheses in the above
formula is known as the Viterbi algorithm, and has the same time complexity
as its non-tropical version, the forward algorithm.

The probability of each parse is of the form

We wish to find the MAP parse:

xv1
1 xv2

2 · · · xvd
d

!̄ = argmax! log p!,"

equivalently
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tropically is equivalent to solving the inference problem. See also Remarks
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%

· · ·
%
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!1=1

#!1,!2#
!
!1,"1

&

· · ·
&'

( .

(5.5)
Computing p" using this decomposition is known as the forward algorithm for
HMMs. Its time complexity is O(l2n), as can easily be checked.

Observe that tropicalizing this algorithm gives us a way of e!ciently solving
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Unfortunately, the running time of polytope propagation is exponential in
the number of parameters. Therefore, in applications where the number of
parameters is very large it is of practical interest to specialize most of them to
fixed values and study the dependence of the explanation upon variations of the
remaining few parameters. In Section 5.4 we give an explicit presentation of
an algorithm that does this e!ciently, together with an analysis of its running
time. As we will see, the complexity of the algorithm is, as one would hope,
polynomial in the length of the sequences, for a fixed number of unspecialized
parameters.

5.1 Tropical sum-product decompositions

In general, the problem of inference (for fixed parameters) can be regarded
as the tropical version of computing the marginal probability of the observed
data. Indeed, let us consider a graphical model and let the vector of values for
the hidden and observed variables be denoted by ! and " respectively. Then
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Polytope propagation 
algorithm

• Sum-product algorithm (e.g., forward 
algorithm for HMMs) with:

• Parameters replaced by unit vectors

• Sum replaced convex hull of union

• Product replaced by Minkowski sum

• That is, we are running the algorithm with 
the polytope algebra instead of (+,×)

• Output is the Newton polytope of the 
inference function
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Fig. 7.2. P [i, j] with !1 = CAA and !2 = AAC.

(max,+) algebra (which is equivalent to the tropical algebra from Section 2.1).
The polytope propagation algorithm is the exact same recursion, but in the
polytope algebra (Section 2.3), where addition is the convex hull of the union
of two polytopes and multiplication is the Minkowski sum of two polytopes.
To be precise, let P [i, j] be the Newton polytope for aligning the two strings
!1
!i and !2

!j , and define v("1,"2) to be {(1, 0)} (the Newton polytope of the
monomial #1

X) if "1 != "2 and {(0, 0)} if "1 = "2. Then, if " is the Minkowski
sum operation, we have the recursion

P [i, j] = conv

!

"
P [i # 1, j # 1] " v(!1

i ,!
2
j ) $

P [i # 1, j] " {(0, 1)} $
P [i, j # 1] " {(0, 1)}

#

$

for 1 % i % n and 1 % j % m. Compare this to (7.3). We must also describe
the base cases for the recursion: P [i, 0] = {(0, i)}, because the only possible
alignment has 0 mismatches and i spaces, and similarly P [0, j] = {(0, j)}.
This recursion is exactly the polytope propagation algorithm run on a directed
acyclic graph (Chapter 6), namely, the alignment graph Gn,m (Section 2.2).

Example 7.4 Using the same sequences as in Example 7.3, Figure 7.2 shows
P [i, j] for 0 % i, j % 3, including an illustration of how to determine P [3, 3]
from P [2, 2], P [2, 3], and P [3, 2]. Table 7.1 lists, for each vertex of the polytope

• Use same recurrences as Needleman-
Wunsch

• Entries are now polytopes not numbers

• Parameters are vectors

(for simple mismatch, space scoring scheme) 
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Implementation

template<typename SemiRing>
void
alignGlobalLastRow(const string& seq1,
                   const string& seq2,
                   const typename SemiRing::Element match,
                   const typename SemiRing::Element mismatch,
                   const typename SemiRing::Element gap,
                   vector<typename SemiRing::Element>& row);
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Implementation
const Element one = SemiRing::multiplicativeIdentity;
// Initialize row
row.resize(seq2.size() + 1);
row[0] = one;
// Calculate first row
for (size_t j = 1; j <= seq2.size(); ++j) 
    row[j] = gap * row[j - 1];
// Calculate remaining rows
Element up, diag;
for (size_t i = 1; i <= seq1.size(); ++i) {
    diag = row[0];
    row[0] *= gap;
    for (size_t j = 1; j <= seq2.size(); ++j) {
        up = row[j];
        if (seq1[i - 1] == seq2[j - 1]) {
            row[j] = match * diag + gap * (up + row[j - 1]);
        } else {
            row[j] = mismatch * diag + gap * (up + row[j - 1]);
        }
        diag = up;
    }
}
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the parameter space into regions giving rise to the same optimal alignments.
Fitch and Smith show that, for a 4-parameter scoring scheme with match and
mismatch scores fixed, the region of the (S,G) parameter space that gives rise
to the biologically correct alignment does not include a setting of parameters
where either S or G is zero. From this result, they conclude that a scoring
scheme must have non-zero values for both S and G to give the correct align-
ment as optimal. However, they do not mention the e!ect of having the match
and mismatch scores fixed, and their methods for subdividing the parameter
space are not rigorously shown to be correct. In this section, we analyze their
sequences using the parametric alignment methods presented in this chapter
and give a more complete picture of how the parameters a!ect the alignment
of these sequences.

The sequences in question are portions of the mRNAs for chicken ! and "
hemoglobin. As claimed in [Fitch and Smith, 1983], the biologically correct
alignment of the amino acid sequences coded for by these mRNA segments is

" FASFGNLSSPTAILGNPMV

! FPHF-DLSH-----GSAQI.

The mRNA alignment corresponding to this protein alignment is

" UUUGCGUCCUUUGGGAACCUCUCCAGCCCCACUGCCAUCCUUGGCAACCCCAUGGUC

! UUUCCCCACUUC---GAUCUGUCACAC---------------GGCUCCGCUCAAAUC.

However, as is noted by Fitch and Smith, this mRNA alignment is not neces-
sarily the biologically correct one. Another possible alignment of the mRNA
sequences is

" UUUGCGUCCUUUGGGAACCUCUCCAGCCCCACUGCCAUCCUUGGCAACCCCAUGGUC

! UUUCCCCACUUCG---AUCUGUCACAC---------------GGCUCCGCUCAAAUC,

where the leftmost gap was not the result of an exact deletion or insertion
at codon boundaries. We will consider both of these mRNA alignments as
potentially biologically correct and will refer to them as h1 and h2, respectively.

To determine how these two alignments might be obtained through the use of
the 4-parameter scoring scheme, we use the parametric alignment methods de-
scribed in Section 7.2, with the mRNA sequences as input. Using Remark 7.2,
we run our analysis with M = 0 without loss of generality. The resulting
alignment polytope is 3-dimensional and has 64 vertices (Figure 7.3).

Alignments h1 and h2 are represented by the points p1 = (19, 18, 2) and
p2 = (18, 18, 2), where the coordinates represent the number of mismatches,
spaces, and gaps in the alignments, respectively. Point p2 is vertex 1 of the
alignment polytope, while p1 is in the interior the upper-right facet of the
polytope, a facet that also includes vertex 1 and corresponds to all possible
alignments having 18 spaces (the minimum number of spaces possible). The
normal cone of vertex 1 is given by the inequalities

2X ! G ! 3X and X ! 5

3
S. (7.4)
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Two possible alignments of mRNA
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Fig. 7.3. Alignment polytope for two chicken hemoglobin sequences.

Thus, for h2 to be optimal, the parameter values of the scoring scheme must sat-
isfy the inequalities in (7.4). An example of a set of values for the 4-parameter
scoring scheme that gives h2 as optimal is (M,X,S,G) = (0,!2,!2,!5). Us-
ing an argument similar to that used in proving Remark 7.2, it can be shown
that (M,X,S,G) = (4, 2, 0,!5) is an equivalent set of values. Thus, unlike in
[Fitch and Smith, 1983], if we are allowed to change the match and mismatch
scores, it is not the case that we need a non-zero value for S to obtain the
alignment h2.

We now turn to alignment h1 and its corresponding point, p1. Because p1

lies in the interior of a facet of the polytope, h1 is optimal only for a very
restricted set of parameter values. Alignment h1 is optimal for

X = 0, G = 0, and S " 0. (7.5)

Noting the sets of parameter values that make these two alignments optimal,
we get the following theorem.

Theorem 7.8 There exist two biological sequences, !1 and !2, such that the
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